
Simple adventure generator

a. Quest giver
1. Lost three-eyed, blue skinned alien 
from behind the stars dressed with a 
silver cloak.
2. Boss of the underword, embalmer 
of the dead.
3. Priest of the cult you should not 
talk of.
4. Dealer of exotic slaves. A fat man 
with more gold rings than fingers.
5. Thief specialized in extraordinary 
items.
6. Necromancer.
7. Legendary warrior, who now is just 
a human wreck. He has sold his sword 
Stormtaker for a bottle of moonshine.
8. Warlord, who's forays and custom 
of impaling pagans are legendary.
9. Noble everyone wants dead, but no 
one has balls to do because there are 
rumors that he can curse his 
antagonists.
10. Mad crusader who cannot tell a 
difference between heathen orcs and 
barmaids.

b. Quest type
1. Protect
2. Intelligence, scouting
3. Annihilation
4. Thievery
5. Retrieve
6. Rescue
7. Buy/Sell (50/50)
8. Capture
9. Hide
10. Guarding

c. Target
1. Legendary weapon of heroes.
2. An item to command demons.
3. A person or a creature.
4.  An  item  used  in  sacrifices  and 
offerings.
5.  Jewelry  from ancient  civilization's 
bigwig.
6.  A  parchment  containing  occult 
rituals or spells.

7. Knowledge, what is maddening in 
wrong  hands  (well,  usually  in  right 
hands, too).
8. Advanced technical apparatus from 
beyond the stars.
9. Ancient tomb.
10.  Ruined  city  located  at  pagan 
lands.

d. In the possession of…
1. Unknown.
2. Stolen, current location uncertain.
3. Guild or other organization.
4. Soldiers from an enemy realm.
5. Prince of the pagan lands.
6. Insane hermit-occultist.
7. Druids of the deepest forests.
8. Chaos dragons.
9. Visitors from beyond the stars.
10. Quest giver.

e. Races
1. Elf (1d3: 1: gloomy, 2: wild, 3: 
monarch)
2. Human: (1d3: 1: imperial, 2: 
pagan, 3: barbarian)
3. Dwarf (1d3: deep, moss, lava)
4. Halfling (1d3: 1: sheriff, 2: villager, 
3: cannibal)
5. Greenblood (1d3: 1: troll, 2: ogre, 
3: orc)
6. Giant
7. Snake-people
8. Alien from beyond the stars
9. Spawn of Shub-Niggurath
10. Ancient race

f. Professions
1. Warrior
2. Hermit
3. Thief or assassin (50/50)
4. Guard
5. Occultist
6. Merchant
7. Priest or priestess
8. Laborer, peon
9. Guildmaster
10. Officer (79% = corrupted)

g. Location
1. Mutated swamp or wildlands.
2. Corrupted forest.
3. A cave, or a cavenetwork.
4. Dungeon.
5. Graveyard ruled by undead.
6.  Twisted  tower  between  two  (or 
more) dimensions.

7.  Uncharted  island  surrounded  by 
fog.
8.  Unholy  place  (1d4:  1:  ruins  of  a 
forgotten  civilization,  2:  mystical  
stone  circle,  3:  old  cavity  with  
sacrifice altar, 4: tragic battleground)
9.  Foreign dimension (1d8: 1:  realm 
of demons, 2: borderland of spirits, 3:  
purgatory,  4:  planet  of  the  snake-
people,  5:  Carcosa,  6:  space  of  the 
great elder ones, 7: beyond the stars, 
8: 21th century Earth)
10. Building, 30% change to be either 
corrupted, mutated or unholy (1d8: 1: 
house, 2: farm, 3: cabin, 4: temple, 5: 
church,  6:  palace,  7:  mansion,  8:  
castle)

h.Creatures
1. Ancient sabre-tooth-bears
2. Mythic monsters
3. Intelligent insects
4. Giant birds of prey
5. Dinosaurs
6. Mutant abominations
7. Beasts from behind the stars
8. Androids
9. Tentacled thing
10. Undead

I. Rewards
1. Coins of bad quality, 75% of normal 
value.
2.  Ancient  coins  of  forgotten 
civilization, 1.5x normal value.
3.  Gems,  30%  chance  cursed, 
contains an evil spirit etc.
4. Weapon and/or armors (1d10: 1-3: 
bad  quality,  75%  stats,  4-8:  normal 
quality,  9:  exceptional  quality  of  
125%  stats  and  10%  chance  for  a  
special  nature,  10:  An  artifact  from 
beyond the stars)
5. Magical artifacts, 35% cursed.
6.  Spells  (1d6:  on...  1:  scroll,  2:  
spellbook,  3:  slate,  4:  monolith,  5:  
group  ritual,  6:  not  what  it  is  
supposed to be, instead summons a 
demon)
7: Powerful ally
8: Glory and reputation, 25% chance 
for negative
9: Contact to a ancient great one or 
an alien from beyond the stars, 50/50 
(1d10: 1: friendly, 2-3: neutral,  5-10:  
hostile)
10. Death, but not necessarily it is the 
end...
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Roll d10 for every section. Some 
sections can be used for different 
purposes. Write the results down, 
flesh it out, and you've got an 
adventure seed of swords, sorcery, 
and science.
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